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   Ambient gas effect on the epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELO) of GaN via metalorganic vapor-phase
epitaxy (MOVPE) on a MOVPE-grown GaN (0001) / sapphire (0001) substrate with a SiO2 stripe
mask has been studied by means of field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and high-
resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. Different ambient gases of nitrogen, hydrogen and their
mixture (mixture ratio, hydrogen : nitrogen = 1 : 1) affect the lateral overgrowth rate, the surface
morphology and the crystalline tilting of ELO-GaN layers. XRD revealed that the ELO-GaN layer on
the SiO2 mask aligned along the <1

-
100> direction exhibited anisotropic crystalline tilting toward <11

-
2

0>. For ELO-GaN growth in nitrogen ambient, the growth rate of the (0001) facet decreases, the lateral
overgrowth rate increases and the tilting of the ELO-GaN layer increases, while no smooth surface is
obtained, in comparison with ELO-GaN growth in hydrogen ambient. For the mixture ambient, a
smooth surface with a fast lateral overgrowth rate is achieved and the dislocation density is not more
than 107 cm-2, which is comparable to that in hydrogen ambient.

1.  Introduction
   Recently, high-performance optical devices such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes
(LDs) in green and ultraviolet regions have been developed using GaN, AlGaN and InGaN compound
semiconductors [1, 2]. These GaN-related devices are usually fabricated on a sapphire substrate,
because there is no large-scale substrate for GaN heteroepitaxial growth. Due to the large differences in
lattice constant, thermal expansion coefficient and chemical nature between GaN and sapphire, many
threading dislocations are formed from the GaN or AlN buffer layer on the sapphire substrate, and the
dislocation density has been reported to be of the order of 109 -1010 cm-2 [3]. Although high-brightness
LEDs have been realized in spite of the high dislocation density, the reduction of the dislocation
density is desired to improve the performance and reliability of these devices. The epitaxial lateral
overgrowth (ELO) technique based on the selective area growth (SAG) has recently attracted
considerable attention, since the fabrication of blue-violet laser diodes on the ELO-GaN layer using
this technique resulted in the achievement of a long lifetime of more than 10,000 hours [4].
   The SAG in MOVPE on GaN/sapphire and AlGaN/sapphire with SiO2 stripe patterns was published
for the first time in 1994 by Kato et al. [5], followed by that on GaN/sapphire [6]. Intensive studies on
SAG have revealed that the ELO effectively reduces the dislocation density [4, 7-11]. The crystalline
properties and the growth mechanism of ELO-GaN can be affected by mask patterns such as stripe
direction [10-13] and growth conditions such as growth temperature [10], source gases [10], growth
pressure and ambient gas. However, the effects of ambient gas remain unclear. We investigate the
effects of hydrogen gas, nitrogen gas and their mixture in an atmospheric MOVPE on ELO-GaN.
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      Figure 1   SEM images of GaN on SiO2 stripe pattern along the <1
-
100>  direction at a growth time of 30 min

                       in (a) hydrogen ambient and (b) nitrogen ambient.

      Figure 2   SEM images of GaN layer grown by ELO on SiO2 stripe pattern along the <1
-
100>  direction  (a) at a growth

time  of 120 min in hydrogen ambient and (b) at a growth time of 180 min in nitrogen ambient.

      Figure 3   SEM images of GaN layer grown by ELO on SiO2 line pattern along the <1
-
100>  direction in the mixture

                      ambient at growth times of  (a) 30 min and (b) 120 min.
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2. Experimental
   A conventional atmospheric MOVPE apparatus with a horizontal reactor was used. A 3-µm-thick
undoped MOVPE-grown GaN on sapphire using a low-temperature GaN buffer layer was used as the
substrate. A SiO2 stripe pattern with a 4 µm window width and a 4 µm mask width was aligned along
the <11

-
20> or <1

-
100> direction of the underlying GaN layer. After a 100-nm-thick SiO2 film was

deposited by a radio-frequency (RF) sputtering, the SiO2 stripe pattern was fabricated by standard
photolithographic processes and reactive ion etching (RIE). The growth temperature of GaN as
measured by a thermocouple in the heating system was 1000°C. The growth rate of GaN at our
standard conditions was 3.5µm/hr. The ambient gas in the ELO process was hydrogen, nitrogen or their
mixture (mixture ratio, hydrogen : nitrogen = 1 : 1), and was controlled by a carrier gas for
metalorganic materials. However, because of using hydrogen for bubbling of metalorganic materials,
small amount of hydrogen (4.2 %) was mixed with the ambient gases in all ELO processes.
   The growth rates of the lateral face and the c-facet of ELO-GaN were estimated from the field-
emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and the growth times.
   In order to measure the dislocation density in the ELO-GaN layers, we observed the pits on an
In0.2Ga0.8N layer (100 nm-thick) grown on an ELO-GaN layer. The growth pit density (GPD) on the
InGaN layer is considered to correspond to the dislocation density of the underlying ELO-GaN layer
[14].
   In order to investigate the crystallographic structure of the ELO-GaN layers, ω-scan X-ray diffraction
(XRD) measurements were performed on the ELO-GaN (0004) plane as a function of φ (φ: the rotation
angle of the sample about its surface normal), and reciprocal space mapping measurements were also
carried out using a high-resolution X-ray diffractometer (Philips X’ Pert MRD).

3. Results and Discussions
   Figures 1(a) and (b) show SEM images of GaN on the <1

-
100> stripe pattern in hydrogen ambient and

nitrogen ambient at a growth time of 30 min, respectively. In hydrogen ambient, a (0001) facet is
observed on top, and off-facets are observed on the side walls. On the other hand, the ELO-GaN grown
on the <11

-
20> stripe pattern in hydrogen ambient had triangular cross sections with only the {1

-
101}

facet on the side walls at the same growth time. The lateral overgrowth rate on the <1
-
100> stripe

pattern was faster than that on the <11
-
20> stripe pattern [14]. The lateral overgrowth rate in nitrogen

ambient is enhanced remarkably in contrast with that in hydrogen ambient, as shown in Figure 1(b).
The ELO-GaN grown on the <11

-
20> stripe pattern in nitrogen ambient at the same growth time had

trapezoidal cross sections with a (0001) facet on top and the {1
-
101} facet on the side walls. In nitrogen

ambient, the rate of lateral overgrowth on the <1
-
100> stripe pattern was also faster than that on the

<11
-
20> stripe pattern. Nitrogen ambient improves the lateral overgrowth rate and suppresses the

(0001) facet growth rate.
   The fast growth rate of the (0001) facet results in the line structure of GaN with only the {1

-
101} facet

on the side walls. The improvement of the (0001) facet in the case of nitrogen ambient indicates that
the growth rate of the side walls in nitrogen ambient is slightly faster than that in hydrogen ambient. A
larger amount of source materials might be consumed on the side walls in the case of nitrogen ambient.
Consequently, the amount of source materials supplied to the (0001) facet is reduced, resulting in the
improvement of the (0001) facet.
   Figures 2(a) and (b) show SEM images of the ELO-GaN layer on the <1

-
100> stripe pattern in

hydrogen ambient at a growth time of 120 min, and in nitrogen ambient at a growth time of 180 min,
respectively. The ELO-GaN layer grown in hydrogen ambient is smooth, while that grown in nitrogen
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ambient is undulated, corresponding to the mask pattern. The ELO-GaN layer with a smooth surface
was not obtained on the <11

-
20> stripe pattern for both nitrogen and hydrogen ambients.

   In order to increase the lateral overgrowth rate similar to that like in nitrogen ambient and to improve
surface morphology of the ELO-GaN layer similar to that in hydrogen ambient, their mixture ambient
was employed for the growth. Figure 3 shows SEM images of GaN grown on the <1

-
100> stripe pattern

at growth times of 30 min and 120 min, respectively. A smooth surface was likewise obtained, similar
to that in hydrogen ambient. Table 1 shows the rate of lateral overgrowth and (0001) facet in each
ambient. The lateral overgrowth rate in nitrogen ambient (4.3 µm/hr) is faster than that in hydrogen
ambient (2.6 µm/hr), while the (0001) facet growth rate in nitrogen ambient (2.1 µm/hr) is slower than
that in hydrogen ambient (5.5 µm/hr). From this result, it is found that the lateral overgrowth rate is
enhanced by using the mixture ambient.

                          Table1  Lateral growth rate and (0001) facet growth rate of ELO-GaN on the <1
-
100> stripe

                                       pattern in hydrogen ambient, nitrogen ambient and their mixture ambient.

Lateral growth rate
(µm/hr)

(0001) facet growth rate
(µm/hr)

H2 ambient 2.6 5.5
H2+N2 ambient 3.0 4.0

N2 ambient 4.3 2.1

                      Table 2    Dislocation density of ELO-GaN grown in the mixture.

On mask
ELO region Coalescence region

On window

< 107 cm-2 6×107 cm-2 4×108 cm-2

   Figure 4 shows the distribution of pits on InGaN surface grown on the ELO-GaN in the mixture
ambient, where the dots were obtained from the SEM image, and the bars indicate the positions of SiO2

masks under the ELO-GaN. The pit density can be seen in the coalescence regions on the masks and in
the window regions. The density of dislocations above the masks decreased significantly, but
dislocations were observed in the coalescence regions on the center of the masks. The dislocation
densities obtained from the SEM image are less than 107 cm-2 above the masks and 4×108 cm-2 above
the window regions, respectively, as shown in Table 2. These are of the same order as the dislocation
density in hydrogen ambient [14].
   Figure 5 shows the full-widths at half maximum (FWHMs) of the XRD rocking curves for the (0004)
plane as a function of φ. It is found that the FWHMs of the ELO-GaN layer are dependent on φ. The
maximum FWHMs are observed at φ=90° and 270° (<11

-
20>), corresponding to the lateral overgrowth

direction, and the minimum FWHMs are observed at φ=0° and 180° (<1
-
100>), corresponding to the

SiO2 stripe pattern. It is considered that the FWHM reflects the crystallographic tilting of the ELO-GaN
layer. The FWHMs of a 4-µm-thick undoped GaN grown by MOVPE without ELO in hydrogen
ambient is not dependent on φ as shown in Figure 5 (Ref. H2). Although the ELO process using
hydrogen ambient reduces the dislocation density of the GaN layer, it introduces the anisotropic
crystallographic tilting. The anisotropic tilting is drastically enhanced in nitrogen ambient, but the tilt
angle is smaller than that reported by Sakai et al. [15]. The mechanism of this phenomenon is under
study.
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      Figure 4  Distribution of pits on InGaN grown on GaN layer by ELO in the mixture ambient.

                     Bars indicate the positions of SiO2 masks under the ELO-GaN.

                   Figure 5   The FWHMs of XRD rocking curves for the (0004) GaN plane as a function of φ .
                                   Ref. H2 indicates GaN on sapphire without ELO in hydrogen ambient.
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4. Conclusion
   We investigated the effects of hydrogen ambient, nitrogen ambient and their mixture ambient on
ELO-GaN via atmospheric MOVPE. In hydrogen ambient, the ELO-GaN with a smooth surface was
obtained using the <1

-
100> stripe pattern, but the layer became rough on the <11

-
20> stripe pattern. In

nitrogen ambient, lateral overgrowth rate was very fast especially on the <1
-
100> stripe pattern, but it

was difficult to realize a smooth ELO layer surface. The mixture ambient allowed us to realize the fast
lateral overgrowth rate and the smooth surface simultaneously. The reduction of the dislocation density
in the ELO region was confirmed in the case of the mixture ambient. XRD analysis revealed the
anisotropic crystallographic tilting of ELO-GaN toward the <11

-
20>, which corresponds to the lateral

growth direction. Nitrogen ambient enhanced the tilting of ELO-GaN.
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